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ABSTRACT
The standing-wave free-electron laser (FEL) differs from a conventional linear-wiggler microwave FEL in using
irises along the wiggler to form a series of standing-wave cavities and in reaccelerating the beam between cavities to
maintain the average energy. The device has been proposed for use in a two-beam accelerator because microwave
power can be extracted more effectively than from a traveling-wave FEL. A simplified numerical simulation indicates
that, with appropriate prebunching, the standing-wave FEL can produce an output signal that is effectively the
same in all cavities. However, changes in the beam energy of less than 1% are found to introduce unacceptably
large fluctuations of signal phase along the device. Analytic calculations and single-particle simulations are used
here to show that the phase fluctuations result from beam synchrotron motion in the initial signal field, and an
approximate analytic expression for the signal phase is derived. Numerical simulations are used to illustrate the
dependence of phase fluctuations on the beam prebunching, the beam-current axial profile, and the initial signal
amplitude.
1. INTRODUCTION
Conceptual designs for a two-beam accelerator (TBA) using a free-electron laser (FEL) as the microwave source l
have faced two principal problems. Experiments2 have shown that the large signal amplitude in such devices leads
to electrical breakdown near septa used to extract the power, and breakdown is also considered likely in the
reacceleration cells used to maintain the beam energy. In addition, theoretical work predicts that small errors in
the drive-beam energy introduce a frequency shift that causes a cumulative phase change along the wiggler.
The coupled-cavity TBA3,4 was devised to avoid the breakdown problem. In this device, irises are placed
along the FEL wiggler to form a series of microwave cavities, and induction cells are placed between cavities to
reaccelerate the beam. The standing-wave signal that builds up in the cavities as the beam passes through is coupled
to a parallel high-gradient radio-frequency (RF) accelerator. This coupling scheme was proposed by Henke5 and
is analyzed elsewhere4 . Previous one-dimensional simulations3 of the standing-wave FEL (SWFEL) used in the
coupled-cavity TBA indicated that a drive beam which is pre-bunched at a frequency slightly higher than that of
the FEL could, with appropriate reacceleration, generate effectively the same final signal amplitude in all cavities.
The device was also shown to be weakly affected by errors in the beam current and in the amplitude and timing
of the reacceleration field. However, errors in beam energy of less than 1% were found to cause long-wavelength
fluctuations in the signal phase of up to two radians. Although this phase ripple is an improvement over the
secular phase change found with a conventional FEL, it nonetheless decreases the average microwave field in the
high-gradient structure and consequently introduces an unacceptable error in the momentum of the high-energy
beam.
In this paper, we model the standing-wave FEL by a set of linearized single-particle equations and examine
the phase-stability problem using analysis and numerical solution of the equations. The model is discussed briefly
in Section 2, and in Section 3, we summarize approximate solutions of the equations by a finite-series technique
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and by separation of variables. These analytic results are corroborated and generalized by numerical simulations
presented in Section 4. In a concluding section, we summarize the principal results and discuss what constraints
the signal-phase fluctuations impose on drive-beam energy stability.
2. MODEL
2.1 Assumptions and equations
As in previous SWFEL simulations3 , the beam emittance is assumed small enough that radial motion and the
effects of the transverse beam structure may be neglected. This one-dimensional beam is taken to couple only with
a TEol waveguide mode, which is usually most strongly driven mode. The signal wavenumber for this mode in a
rectangular waveguide with height h and width w is ks = (w; Ic2 - 7l'2I h2 )1/2. For the fields, we assume an idealized
linear wiggler with a vector potential
(1)
and an appropriate form for the signal field
(2)
where ~ = -sin(7l'ylh) xis the transverse structure for a TEol mode. Since resonance in this device is maintained
by reaccelerating the beam rather than by adjusting the wiggler strength or wavelength, both aw and kw are treated
here as constants. A number of other conventional assumptions are made that are suitable for most Compton-
regime FELs and significantly simplify the equations. The total energy "Ymec2 of all beam electrons is taken to be
sufficiently high that awl"Y ~ 1, and the energy spread is assumed small enough that all particles have effectively
the same axial velocity Vb. We treat the signal amplitude as as small compared with aw , and the both a. and <jJ are
assumed to be slowly varying compared with k.z and wwt. This last assumption makes the equations inappropriate
for modeling waveguide modes near cutoff.
The motion of the jth drive-beam electron is modeled by wiggle-averaged equations for "Yj and the particle phase
(}j = (k. + kw)z - wst that are identical to those in a conventional single-mode microwave FEL. Taking z to be the
independent variable, we write the equations as
d(}j _ k k W s
-- w+ s--dz c
-~ [1+ a~ -2D a (a cos()· -a,Sin(}.)]
2 2 2 xw r J • JC"Yj
d"Yj w. aw (~. ~ ) eEz
- = -Dx -- arsmOj + ai cos OJ - --,dz C "Yj m e c2
(3a)
(3b)
where E z is the external reacceleration field, and a r and ai are components of the complex signal amplitude
a == ar + iai = as exp(i<jJ). In Eq. (3), the coupling coefficient D x is given for a TEol mode by
(4)
where ~ = w.a~/(8ckw"YJ) ~ a~/4(1 + a~/2).
An equation for a is obtained by assuming that the signal evolves only in time and requiring that the wiggle-
averaged equations conserve energy. Taking the distance back from the beam head s == Vbt - z as the "time"
coordinate, this procedure gives the field equation
aa _ . (exp(-iBj))
;::, -Z77 ,
uS "Yj
2
(5)
where the coefficient 1] in general depends on s and is given by
(6)
where h is the beam-current magnitude. This coefficient is exactly half of that found for a traveling-wave FEL
because here the current interacts only with the forward-propagating component of the standing-wave signal. While
Eq. (5) implicitly assumes an infinitesimal cavity length and ignores field coupling through the cavity irises, it does
model the novel signal evolution expected in a SWFEL.
2.2 Linearized equations
The SWFEL equations are reduced to a form suitable for analysis by making a number of simplifying assump-
tions. We first make the assumption of a "single-particle" distribution, in which the full beam current is assigned
to a single phase-space point. The further assumption that the I remains near the resonant energy
allows us to linearize the equations in ~, = ,-,r, leading to the approximate particle equations
dO ( W')~I
- :::::: 2 kw + k. - - -dz C Ir
d~, w. aw (_. _ ) eEz
-- :::::: -D - - a sm 0 + a' cos 0 ---dz x C Ir r , m
e
c2 .
(7)
(8a)
(8b)
If we take the beam current to be constant for 0 :S s :S L b , then we obtain a particularly simple linearized equation
for a
00. .1]0 .
- = z- exp( -zO),
as Ir
where 1]0 is the constant value of 1].
A z-independent solution to Eq. (8) is found by first noting that ~, is constant when E z is given by
eEz w. aw .
-- :::::: - D - - (a sm 0 + a' cos 0)2 x r 1 •
meC C Ir
(9)
(10)
If ~1 is initially zero, then 0 is likewise independent of z and equal to some arbitrary Oo(s). The components of a
in Eq. (10) are obtained by integrating the linearized field equation, which gives
. '.
a(s) = 0.(0) + Z7Jo j ds' exp[-iOo(s')].
Ir 0
(11)
As a practical special case, we consider a constant-current beam that is prebunched at a frequency w. + ~w, so
that Oo(s) = a- - (~W/Vb)S == a- + /3s. The components of the equilibrium signal field 0. 0 are then given by
aor(S) = ar(O) + /37]0 [cos(a-) - cos(a- + /3s)]
Ir
aOi(S) = iii(O) - /37]0 [sin(a-) - sin(a- + /3s)] ,
Ir
and the corresponding reacceleration field is
eEz w. aw [_ .
--2 = -Dx -- ar(O)sm(a- + /3s)
meC c Ir
+ ai(O) cos(a- + /3s) +~ Sin(/3s)] .
/3,r
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(12a)
(12b)
(13)
We obtain beam and equations for small s-dependent perturbations of this equilibrium by substituting the
representations
a(z, s) = ao(s) + a1(Z, s)
O(z,s) = Oo(s) +Ol(Z,S)
into Eqs. (8) and (11). Eliminating a1 and L~..y, we find
d20 y2 l'~ + n2 (S)01 =-~ ds' 01(S') sin[j3(s - s')],
dz "Yr 0
where the particle synchrotron wavenumber in the unperturbed field is
and J{2 is defined by
(14a)
(14b)
(15)
(16)
(17),2 ( w.) w. awIi =2Dx kw+k. - - -2"'
C C "Yr
Since we are interested in the effects of small initial beam-energy displacements ~"Yo from "Yr, appropriate initial
conditions for Eq. (15) are
01 (0, s) = 0
dOl (0, s) w. ( 1 2) A
- = - 1 + -aw Ll./O·dz c"Y~ 2
(18a)
(18b)
The (h equation has the same form as the equation for transverse displacement due to the beam break-up
instability6, except that the characteristic wavenumber n depends on s in this case. In fact, the analogy is quite
accurate, since the standing wave left by the beam head acts like a "wake field" that affects electrons in the beam
tail. The amplitude and phase perturbations of the FEL signal may be obtained by substituting 01 from Eq. (15)
into the a1 equation
a1 = 1]0 rds' 01(s')exp[-00(s')]. (19)
"Yr io
We note that taking 1] to be independent of s is not necessary for the analysis here, but the choice simplifies the
results without qualitatively altering the behavior of the signal phase.
3. ANALYTIC RESULTS
3.1 Solution by finite-series
The s-dependence of n in Eq. (16) makes it impractical to use Laplace-transform techniques to solve Eq. (15)
for 01 . However, if the integral over s is replaced by a finite sum over beam segments of length ~s, with 01 and n
assumed constant within a segment, then the 01 equation for each segment is easily Laplace transformed and can be
solved in a closed form involving n values in that segment and preceding ones. Since the beam is bunched axially
in the ponderomotive buckets, this discrete model is, in fact, more realistic than the continuum model, provided
that ~s is set to the bucket length 27f-j(k, + kw ) ~ 27r-jk,.
From Eq. (15), the discretized equation for 01 in the Mth segment may be written
d201 (z, M) 2 J{2 1]o~S ~d2 + n (M~S)Ol(Z,M) = - L.J 01(z,m)sin[j3(M - m)~s].
z "Yr m=O
(20)
Since n for each segment is constant, the Laplace-transform solution of Eq. (20) is straightforward but tedious.
The solution for the Mth segment has the form
o ( M) = ~ (.IV: )sin[n(m~s)z]
1 z, L.J CY m 1 n(m~s) ,
m=O
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(21 )
where the coefficients Qm(M) become progressively more complicated with increasing m. Examination of these
coefficients for small values of m ~nd M, however, shows that the ratio Qm(M)/Qo(M) for m < M is independent
of M and decreases rapidly with m. This observation suggests that when the initial values of 81 and d8ddz are
independent of s, the signal at large M will be dominated by the 0(0) term. Also, in a case where the initial
perturbation is zero over the first M - 1 slices, we expect that the dominant contribution to 81 will come from the
OeM) term.
A computer program has been used to evaluate the series coefficients in Eq. (21) for arbitrary M. As expected,
we find for small t1s that the resulting (}1 (z, M) values are effectively identical to the results of a single-particle
simulation using the linearized continuum equations, and when t1s is increased to approximately the bucket length,
the 81 fluctuations for large M increase a few percent in amplitude and shorten very slightly in wavelength. This
result corroborates the use of the continuum model in the earlier simulations and indicates that the use of a discrete
model in future simulations is unlikely to improve the problem of fluctuating wave phase.
3.2 Solution by separation of variables
The equation for the perturbed particle phase Eq. (15) may also be approximately solved by separation of
variables. If we write 81 as the product
81 (z, s) = F(z)G(s),
then we may readily calculate independent equations for F and G:
~:~ = -02(0)F(z)
y2 l'[02(s) - 0 2(0)] G(s) =-~ ds'G(s') sin[,B(s - s')].
ir a
(22)
(23a)
(23b)
The problem with this representation is that the initial conditions can not in general be satisfied by the separated
solution. For the s-independent initial conditions of Eq. (18), the separated form of 81 is only valid when G(s) ~ 1.
However, when we write G formally as 1 + {"(~), it is readily shown that
( ) ~ 170
(" s ~ irl,Blla(O)I' (24)
plus s-dependent terms of higher order. Since the beam-generated contribution to the equilibrium field is seen from
Eq. (12) to be 170/(,Bir) times a factor of the order of unity, the separation of 81 is approximately valid when
(25)
Under this condition, which must be satisfied in any practical SWFEL, the perturbed particle phase IS gIven
approximately by
(26)
This expression, which agrees with Eq. (21) in the limit of small t1s, is remarkable for several reasons. First, the
phase-ripple amplitude for a given value of t1io/ir is seen to be independent of the beam current, the initial particle
phase 80 (s), and the signal frequency and wavenumber. Consequently, such wiggler parameters as the wavelength
and cross-sectional dimensions as well as the FEL operating frequency and the beam energy and prebunching may
be optimized without regard for FEL phase-stability. A second notable feature of Eq. (26) is that the input power
Fin to the standing-wave cavities has a very weak effect on the phase-ripple amplitude, since 81 ~ Fi-;.1/4. The
reason for this insensitivity is that, as the input power increases, the rate of phase change [)¢J/os decreases like
Fi-;.I/2, but the length ofbeam where lao(s)1 ~ la(O)1 is correspondingly longer. Finally, the 81 estimate shows that
phase ripple for a given la(O)1 is minimized by taking aw ~ 21 / 2.
When the 81 approximation from Eq. (26) is used in Eq. (19) to calculate aI, we find that the resulting
perturbation in wave phase ¢1 is given simply by
(27)
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Table 1 Simulation parameters for the standing-wave FEL
nominal optimized
average beam current h 2.17 kA 4.45kA
beam length Lb 180.0 em
resonant energy ,r 27.6 16.7
wiggler strength aw 8.86 1.4
wiggler wavelength Aw 25 em 37 em
wiggler length Lw 40 m
waveguide height h 3cm
waveguide width w 10 em
signal frequency w./27f 17.1 GHz
cavity Q Q 104
input power Fin 5 kW/m
output energy Wout 10 Jim
in the region of the beam where lao(s)1 ~ la(O)I. This finding agrees with the observation in numerical simulations
that the bucket phase B+ ¢ is nearly constant and unaffected by nonzero tl,ol'Yr. We may also use al to estimate
the final energy per unit length Wout expected from the SWFEL. Taking the initial wave phase to be zero, we
obtain
This expression indicates that ripple associated with the phase fluctuation is proportional to la(O)l/lao(Lb)1 and
therefore is normally quite small. An expression for tl, is trivially obtained from Eq. (8) by noting that dBldz =
dBddz and substituting Eq. (26) for BI :
tl, ~ tl,o cos[S1(O)z]. (29)
The energy is seen to oscillate about ,r at the synchrotron frequency in the initial signal field with an amplitude
given by the initial perturbation tl,o. Like the BI variation, this oscillation is effectively independent of s.
4. NUMERICAL RESULTS
The analytic results of the previous section are verified and extended using the SWFEL simulation code described
in Ref. 3. Linearized single-particle simulations are used here to directly check the phase-ripple scaling expected
from Eq. (26), and further cases are run to show the effects of high input power. Also, multi-particle simulations,
using the nonlinear SWFEL equations of Eqs. (3) - (6), are used to illustrate the effects of an s-dependent beam
current and of realistic spreads in initial -f and B values.
4.1 Initialization
Two sets of simulation parameters are listed in Table 1. The "nominal" values are those used in the previous
SWFEL simulations3 , with no attempt made to optimize the wiggler strength and wavelength. The second set,
labeled as "optimized" values, uses the aw value expected to give the minimum phase ripple, and the wiggler
wavelength has been adjusted to give a lower resonant energy. The average beam current has been selected in both
cases to give an output energy per unit length of 10 Jim, which is an appropriate value for typical TEA designs.
Single-particle simulations are initialized by setting the initial B for the particle to Bo(s) = a + f3s and choosing
the initial, to be ,r + tl,o. Analytic calculations show that a particle is not trapped if the initial bucket phase
a+¢(O) is greater than 7f12 in magnitude, so in the simulations presented here, both a and ¢(O) are taken to be zero.
As in the previous simulations3 , the frequency-detuning parameter f3 is chosen to be 7fI Lb , and the reacceleration
field is calculated from Eq. (13).
For multi-particle simulations, the initialization closely parallels the single-particle procedure. A distribution
with prescribed spreads 6Bo and 6'0 in Bj and ,j is loaded so that (Bj) = a + f3s and (,j) =,r + tl,o. Simulation
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Fig. 1 Single-particle simulation of a standing-wave FEL for the nominal parameters usmg several values of
t:..rohr: (a) Output energy per unit length Wout and (b) wave phase <p as functions of z.
particles are uniformly distributed within this phase-space rectangle, and different random position are chosen for
each beam slice. For the small spreads in OJ and rj treated here, 200 simulation particles are adequate to give
acceptably low statistical noise. The reacceleration field required to keep (rj) constant is given by
~ _ -D w. (~\ sin OJ ) ~"\ cos OJ))2 - x aw a r + a, ,
mec C rj rj (30)
and as in the previous simulations3 , we calculate Ez(s) at z = 0 and use it at all subsequent z positions.
In all simulations here, we set the initial signal level la(O)1 by assuming some input microwave power per unit
length Fin and balancing this with cavity-wall losses, specified by an assumed cavity Q.
4.2 Single-particle simulations
The output microwave energy per unit length Wout and wave phase <p for a beam with the "nominal" parameters
are shown in Fig. 1. As expected, the phase-ripple amplitude is seen to increase proportionally with t:.. ro / rr , and
the magnitude is in good agreement with the analytic estimate of Eq. (26). A ripple amplitude of about 2% is
expected in W out from Eq. (28) for the case with ~rol'Yr = 1%, and we see roughly this fluctuation in Fig. 1. An
examination of the wave and particle phases for successive values of s confirms that 81 is virtually independent of
s and that the fluctuating part of <p is equal to -01 except for s/L b < 0.05, as expected from Eq. (27). Also, the
fluctuation of'Y is found shifted in phase from 81 by 7r/2 and likewise independent of s, in agreement with Eq. (29)"
The "optimized" parameters use a wiggler strength that is a factor of 6.3 smaller than the nominal value.
According to Eq. (26), the phase ripple should then be reduced for these cases by a factor of about 0.55 from the
nominal values. The phase plot the optimized parameters in Fig. 2 verifies this prediction, and a corresponding
reduction in the Wout ripple is seen. The longer ripple wavelength seen in Fig. 2 results from the reduced
synchrotron wavenumber n, which is proportional to a~2. Other simulation runs with a range of aw values verify
that a w = 21/ 2 gives the minimum phase ripple for a given la(O)1 and that this ripple is insensitive to changes in
other beam parameters.
The effects of increasing the input power Fin for the optimized parameters is shown in Fig. 3. The analytic
estimate of 81 , and hence <P1' in Eq. (26) predicts that increasing Fin by a factor of sixteen should halve the
phase-ripple amplitude. By comparison, the reduction seen when the input power increased from 5 kW1m to 80
kW1m is about 40%, and a further reduction of 35% occurs for an increase to 1280 kW. The analytic estimate
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Fig. 3 Single-particle simulation of a standing-wave FEL for the "optimized" parameters using several values of
input power Fin: (a) W out and (b) 4> as functions of z.
begins to fail for these high input-power values because the validity criterion of Eq. (25) is only marginally satisfied,
with la(O)1 being about 10% of !ao(Lb ) I. A second effect of high input power is seen in the Wout plot of Fig. 3. In
addition to the expected sixteen-fold increase in the Wout ripple seen here, the average value of Wout decreases by
about 20% as Fin is increased. The cause of this reduced cavity energy is the smaller reacceleration field found from
Eq. (10) when la(O)1 is not negligible compared with 1)o/(I,6I'r). Finally, examination of the, for the case with
high Fin shows that the variation in z is no longer sinusoidal, as expected from Eq. (29), but has a superimposed
irregular component. This anharmonic motion, which results from the ripple in the a seen by the simulation particle
over a synchrotron orbit, is benign for the single-particle distribution, but it leads to particle loss in multi-particle
simulations.
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Fig. 4 Multi-particle simulation of a standing-wave FEL for the "optimized" parameters using a uniform distri-
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Fig. 5 Multi-particle simulation of a standing-wave FEL for the "optimized" parameters with a linearly increasing
beam current: (a) Wout and (b) <P as functions of z.
4.3 Multi-particle siInulations
The multi-particle simulations are useful for seeing the effects beam distributions with spreads in 'Y and Band
for determining the consequences of the signal-field terms in Eq. (3a), which were discarded in the linearized
equations of Eq. (8). Both effects can be seen in the constant-current case shown in Fig. 4. Although the long-
wavelength phase ripple here is similar to the single-particle results in Fig. 2, there is a superimposed ripple at
the synchrotron frequency associated with la(Lb)l, due to the new terms in the Bj equation. This high-frequency
oscillation is strikingly evident in the W out plot, where a 35% ripple is seen for all values of D..1o/1r . The ripple in
signal amplitude is associated with a growing ripple in I' and in the case with D..1011r = 1%, it leads to detrapping
of particles and an obvious drop in Wout and <P for zlL w > 0.8.
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Fig. 6 Multi-particle simulation of a standing-wave FEL for the "optimized" parameters with a linearly increasing
beam current and a 6.'O/'r that is zero at the head and increases to the indicated value near s/L b = 0.2.: (a)
Wout and (b) 4> as functions of z.
The phase-space acceptance in a SWFEL was found in earlier work to be improved by having the current
increase linearly with s. Figure 5 shows the results of a multi-particle simulation using the optimized parameters,
but having a linear current ramp instead of having constant current. In this case, the peak current must be about
twice the average value in Table 1 in order to give the same Wout ' The phase ripple is seen to be about 20% higher
than the constant-current case in Fig. 4, but the high-frequency ripple in W out damps with increasing z, and no
particles are lost.
Finally, we note that for either constant or ramped current, most of the phase ripple is introduced in the part
of the beam head where lao(s)1 ~ la(O)I. A clear demonstration of this assertion is shown in Fig. 6. In this case,
the initial average beam energy is taken to have the s-dependent form
[ 6.'0 1 ]< ,i >=,r 1 + --::;; 1+ exp ('"6:0) , (31)
where we set so/Lb = 0.2 and 8s/Lb = 0.05. The 4> plot for this case shows a transient phase fluctuation of less
than a half radian and no significant phase fluctuation for z/L w > 0.4. Similarly, Wout shows some small initial
variation but is effectively constant for z/L w > 0.2. This finding indicates that the beam energy needs to be near
,r for at most only the first 20% of the beam for the signal phase and amplitude to remain nearly constant.
5. CONCLUSIONS
The approximate analytic solution for the response of a standing-wave FEL to small errors of the drive-beam
energy, given by Eqs. (26) - (29), indicates that such errors lead to a ripple in the final wave phase with a wavelength
in z equal to the synchrotron wavelength in the initial signal field. This phase ripple develops near the beam head
during the time when the signal amplitude la(s)1 is near the initial value la(O)I, and it is in effect "frozen in" when
the signal becomes larger because o4>/os ,...., jal- I . The ripple amplitude is proportional to the initial fractional
error in the beam energy 6.'O/'r and is minimized by choosing the dimensionless wiggler strength aw to be about
21/ 2 . For practical initial levels of the signal field la(O)1 in the range of 0.001 to 0.01, this optimal a w value still
leads to a phase-ripple amplitude of roughly 18 - 56 6.'ohr' Larger values of la(O)llead to increasing ripple in the
output signal energy per unit length W out , while smaller values reduce the phase-space acceptance of the device.
Numerical simulations using single-particle and multi-particle distributions corroborate the analytic results and
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indicate further that the phase ripple is not improved by changes in the axial dependence of the beam current,
although taking the current to increase monotonically from zero at the head improves the acceptance.
The a.cceptable level of phase fluctuations along the wiggler may be estimated from the requirements of a
two-beam accelerator. The allowable relative momentum spread .!::!..P/ P for linear colliders is determined by the
chromatic acceptance of the final focus, and the value in typical recent designs is about 0.1%. Since the momentum
P of the high-energy beam in a coupled-cavity TBA is given crudely by
the analytic results of Eqs. (26) - (2S) give
l Lw 1/2p", a dzWoutCOS¢l' (32)
(33)
This momentum error comes entirely from the wave-phase ripple ¢1 because the dominant error arising from W out
is smaller by a factor of the order of la(O)I/la(Lb)l. If we take aw = 21/ 2 and la(O)1 = 0.001, than Eq. (33)
indicates that the maximum allowable beam-energy error is .!::!..'YO/'Yr ~ 0.1%, corresponding to a phase ripple with
an amplitude of 0.06 radian. Although this degree of energy reproducibility has not been achieved in existing
induction linear accelerators, the numerical simulations here indicate that the beam-energy requirement need only
be satisfied over the initial section of the pulse. If the beam current is taken to increase linearly from zero over the
length of the pulse, than the current remains relatively low near the beam head. With such a pulse format, the
reduced beam loading near the head should simplify the design of repeatable pulsed-power units.
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